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1. Etymology in English dictionaries before 1700 
 
The hard-word dictionaries of early seventeenth-century England sometimes 
marked the languages from which the words they registered had been borrowed. 
So, for instance, Cawdrey’s Table alphabeticall identifies its subject-matter on 
its title page as “hard vsuall English wordes, borrowed from the Hebrew, Greeke, 
Latine, or French,” and indicates headwords from the French by placing a section 
sign § before them and headwords from the Greek by placing a (g) after them. 
This consciousness of etymology was expressed at a more or less basic level in 
other monolingual English dictionaries of the seventeenth century: Blount’s 
Glossographia, for instance, provides etyma or identifies source languages quite 
consistently, and includes more extended etymological discussions in entries 
such as gospel and scot and lot. The closest approach to an etymological dic-
tionary of English to be completed before 1650 was John Minsheu’s Ductor in 
linguas, identified in its royal licence of 1611 as “the ‘Glosson Etimologicon,’ 
or dictionary etymological of 12 languages” (qtd. Williams 1948, 758). Despite 
the etymological material it included, however, Minsheu’s work was in the end 
a polyglot dictionary with etymology in second place, as the title under which it 
was eventually published admitted: “The guide into the tongues with their agree-
ment and consent one with another, as also their etymologies, that is, the reasons 
and deriuations of all or the most part of wordes.” Meric Casaubon’s De quatuor 
linguis commentationes of 1650, a discursive account of Hebrew and Old English 
(his treatments of Latin and Greek, the two further languages implied by the 
title, were not published) offered etymological speculations, coloured by his be-
lief that English was descended from Greek, but was not a dictionary. 
Casaubon was a patron of William Somner, whose Old English dictionary 
of 1659, the first to be printed after a century of manuscript wordlists and dic-
tionaries of the language, made the basic materials for the study of English ety-
mology readily available for the first time. Three significant attempts to construct 
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etymological dictionaries of English were made between its publication and the 
end of the century.1 These were undertaken by the Lincoln physician Stephen 
Skinner (d. 1667), the German-born philologist Franciscus Junius the younger 
(d. 1677), and the Oxford polymath Edward Bernard FRS (d. 1697); of these, 
only the last-named lived to see his work in print, as the 34-page “Etymologi-
con britannicum” appended to George Hickes’s Institutiones grammaticae of 
1689. Skinner’s work was published under the title of Etymologicon linguae 
anglicanae in 1671 (an abridged translation appeared in 1689 as Gazophylacium 
anglicanum), and Junius’ remained in manuscript until 1743. The following ac-
count will attend more closely to Skinner’s and Bernard’s works than to Junius’ 
since they were much more widely available in the seventeenth century. 
 
 
2. Stephen Skinner’s Etymologicon linguae anglicanae (1671) 
 
Skinner had begun his studies at Oxford before spending some time in con-
tinental Europe after the outbreak of the English civil war. He entered as a 
medical student at Leiden on 22 April 1649 and at Heidelberg on 6 May 1653 
and graduated MD at the latter in 1654 (Porter and Bevan 2004). This continen-
tal residence must have given him some exposure to Dutch and German. From 
then on, he practised medicine in Lincoln, where he “practised his faculty there 
and in the neighbourhood with good success, and [was] therefore much resorted 
to by persons of all quality, and beloved of the Gentry.” Being “a person well 
vers’d in most parts of learning” (Wood 1692, col. 287), he naturally made con-
tact with other educated men in the city in which he lived – and at Lincoln, that 
meant the cathedral clergy, notably the book collector Michael Honywood, who 
had also been in exile in the Low Countries in the 1640s, and the virtuoso Thomas 
Henshaw FRS. On his death at the age of 45 on 5 September 1667, he left a 
collection of etymological wordlists in manuscript. 
He had already made plans for the publication of these materials; the papers 
which he left were indeed fair copies made by an amanuensis (Henshaw in 
Skinner 1671, sig. a2r). In 1666, two title pages were printed by way of adver-
tisement, one in English and one in Latin, identifying Skinner’s forthcoming 
work as An etymologicon of the English tongue and Etymologicon linguae ang-
licanae respectively (Alston 1965-, 5:357). “After his death,” Wood continues, 
“his before mention’d Works, which had been by him left imperfect, came into 
the hands of Thomas Henshaw of Kensington near London Esq. who correcting 
                                                 
1 I exclude White Kennett’s wordlist “Etymologia anglicana,” at least part of which 
dates from the 1690s, since it is a dialect dictionary with etymological material 
rather than an etymological dictionary as such (see Fox 2000, 66-67, and Harris 
1992, 48-50). 
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and digesting them, and adding many words to them of his own, were published 
… with an Epistle before them to the Reader of Mr. Henshaw’s writing.” This 
took a little time, but in 1668 the book was given its imprimatur, and in 1669 a 
two-leaf proposal with a specimen page appeared (Alston 1965-, 5:358). The 
Etymologicon linguae anglicanae was finally published in 1671 as a folio of 804 
pages (Alston 1965-, 5:353). It is not clear how much of it really was of Hen-
shaw’s writing. Wood wrote that entries marked with the letter H were his, but 
these are simply the entries in which Skinner acknowledges Henshaw’s advice; 
this error of Wood’s has misled a fine historian of lexicography (Read 1934, 
269n21). In the autobiographical sketch which he prepared for Wood twenty-
two years later (Pasmore 1982, 177-180), Henshaw appears not to have thought 
his part in the publication of the Etymologicon worth mentioning at all. 
The published dictionary began, after Henshaw’s foreword, with a nineteen-
page preface. Here, Skinner set out the history of human language from the con-
fusion of tongues at Babel onwards. He recognized seven European linguae 
matrices, i.e. unrelated protolanguages, a concept which had been articulated by 
Joseph Justus Scaliger in the sixteenth century and transmitted by the English 
polymath Edward Brerewood in the early seventeenth (see Droixhe 1978, 64, 
and Metcalf 1974, 239). These linguae matrices were Greek, Latin, Germanic, 
Slavonic, the ancestor of Welsh and Breton, the ancestor of Basque, and Irish 
(the idea that Irish and Welsh might be related belongs to the decades after 
Skinner’s death: see Poppe 1986, 67-72). Skinner then explained that linguistic 
change happens because of migration and warfare, trade, and the cultural pres-
tige of languages. This last, he added, accounted for the case of Chaucer, who 
had damaged English by importing “whole cartloads of words from France into 
our language.”2 Seriously as he took the Germanic origins of English, he an-
nounced his strong disapproval of the “inanely subtle and laboriously useless” 
Goropius Becanus, “who made the whole world and indeed God himself speak 
Germanic” when arguing that the language spoken in Eden had closer affinities 
with modern Dutch than with any other language.3 He was not even prepared to 
accept the more moderate arguments of the writers who believed that the Ger-
manic languages and Persian were related, perhaps as descendants of a “Scythian” 
or “Celto-Scythian” protolanguage, and animadversions on this argument occupy 
the next few pages of the introduction (sigs. B3r-C3r). “But that’s more than 
                                                 
2 Skinner 1671, sig. B3r, “Chaucerus poeta, pessimo exemplo, integris vocum plaus-
tris ex … Gallia in nostram Linguam invectis, eam … omni fere nativa gratia & ni-
tore spoliavit.” Chaucer is more reverently treated at his place in the onomasticon 
(sig. Mmmmm2v). 
3 Skinner 1671, sig. B3r, “Ut enim sileam illum inaniter subtilem & operose ineptum 
Jo. Goropium Becanum, qui totum … terrarum orbem, imo Deum ipsum Teutonice 
loqui cogit”; for Goropius see Van Hal 2008, 83-125. 
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enough of that,” he concluded, and turned to the point that English words could 
chiefly be traced back to Old English or Anglo-Norman, followed by a discus-
sion of the other languages from which English had borrowed words, in which 
he paid sustained attention to the reasons for language contact.4 Since, he con-
tinued, a great deal of Old English had been lost, he would supplement the 
insular record with continental Germanic cognates (sig. C4r). He concluded by 
pointing out that although he did not know as many languages as he might, that 
was not necessarily a bad thing: “if I were versed in as many languages as Go-
ropius Becanus, I might place Paradise in the Gothic or Germanic snowfields.”5 
Nor, he reflected, was etymology an unsuitable occupation for a physician: in 
both, diagnostic conjecture must often stand in the stead of hard proof (sig. D2r). 
Immediately after these faintly rueful words, Skinner showed how far his 
etymological conjectures were from wild guesswork, setting out the sorts of 
sound-change which he believed to be possible, with examples, in 66 pages of 
“Prolegomena etymologica.” These were of two kinds. First, he listed processes 
such as aphaeresis, the loss of initial sounds, as in the derivation of skirmish 
from French escarmouche or of lady from Old English hlAfdig.6 Second, he 
identified particular cases of the apparent interchangeability of sounds, as in the 
tendency for the sound represented by b in Latin to become the different sound 
represented by v in Romance languages, so that Latin probare gives Italian 
provare, and Latin mirabilia gives Italian meraviglie and French merveilles. 
There is a great gulf between the etymological practice of the seventeenth century 
and that established in the nineteenth, and many of Skinner’s rules and examples 
have not stood the test of time. His achievement was to see that language 
change is rule-governed, and to try to set out some of the rules. He was not alone 
in this: since the Spanish grammar of Antonio de Nebrija in 1492, students of 
the European vernaculars had investigated the possibility that features of their 
languages might be the products of regular phonetic development from earlier 
languages (see Droixhe 1978, 67-75 and 99f). His procedure was comparable to 
that of an eminent Continental contemporary such as Hiob Ludolf, the pioneer-
ing maker of an Ethiopic grammar and dictionary, who wrote that in certain dif-
ficult cases “my method is that I ignore the vowels, then transpose the letters 
which are similarly articulated.”7 
                                                 
4 Skinner 1671, sig. C3r-v, “Sed de his satis superque. Nostra Lingua praecipue ex 
Anglo-Saxonica vetere & Gallo-Normannica conflata est.” 
5 Skinner 1671, sig. D1r, “si tot Linguas quot Goropius Becanus calluissem, fortean 
Paradisum inter Gothiae vel Germaniae nives statuissem.” 
6 Here and throughout this paper, forms given in seventeenth-century dictionaries are 
reproduced without comment on their accuracy or, in the case of those from living 
languages, their continued currency. 
7 Ludolf, letter to Leibniz of 12 December 1695 in Leibniz 1923-, 1.12:235, “Mea me-
thodus … est, ut vocales non curem, deinde literas ejusdem Organi inter se permutem.” 
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The main wordlist ran to 411 pages, in double columns with English head-
words and Latin text. It registered about 7900 headwords. Early dictionaries 
tend to give more space to entries at the beginning of the alphabetical sequence 
than to entries at the end (see Osselton 2007). An English dictionary which does 
not do this will have reached the latter part of L or the beginning of M at its 
physical halfway mark (so, the wordlist of the second edition of the Canadian 
Oxford Dictionary extends over 1815 pages, and page 907 ends with the word 
long-range); a dictionary which gives disproportionate space to entries early in 
the alphabet will not have got as far (so, the wordlist of the first edition of 
Cawdrey’s Table alphabeticall extends over 122 pages, and the 61st, sig. E7r, 
ends with the word incorporate). The midpoint word of the Etymologicon is 
knap, showing that Skinner was giving a fairly balanced treatment of material 
across the alphabetical range. Two further conclusions follow. First, Skinner 
was a more sophisticated lexicographer than some of his contemporaries (cf. 
Osselton 2007, 82). Second, although his dictionary was published posthumous-
ly, he did probably live to complete its alphabetical sequence: had Henshaw, for 
instance, been preparing entries from T onwards from rough notes, one might 
expect these entries to be sparser than those earlier in the alphabet, in which 
case the midpoint of the Etymologicon would have been earlier. 
The main wordlist was followed by four shorter ones. The first, “Etymolo-
gicon botanicum,” an inventory of English plant-names which appears to draw 
heavily on earlier works such as John Parkinson’s Theatrum botanicum of 1640, 
ran to 33 pages, registering about 1000 headwords, many of them being given 
Latin equivalents but no etymologies. The second, “Etymologica expositio vo-
cum forensium,” which also drew on a strong printed tradition, citing the work 
of Cowell, Skene, and Spelman particularly frequently, treated about 1300 items 
of legal vocabulary in 67 pages. The third, “Etymologicon vocum omnium anti-
quarum anglicarum,” registered about 3200 obsolete words from the post-con-
quest era, i.e. what we would call Middle English, in 101 pages. Many of these 
are from Chaucer, whom Skinner read with the assistance of the glossary in 
Speght’s edition of 1602, but other writers are cited: Gower, Langland, Lydgate, 
Gavin Douglas’s translation of the Aeneid, some chronicles, and the Book of Saint 
Albans (Kerling 141-149). The last of Skinner’s shorter wordlists, “Etymolo-
gicon onomasticon,” dealt with about 2000 English and other proper names (with 
particular attention to those of the Low Countries) over 85 pages. These shorter 
wordlists include a considerable number of cross-references to the main one. 
One characteristic of the main list is Skinner’s evident interest in making 
sense of the words he encountered in speech or current writing. So, for instance, 
he appears to have been the first person to commit poop ‘to fart quietly’ to 
paper, remarking that although there is a Dutch poepen with the same sense, 
both words may be independent onomatopoeic formations, as may Greek ποπ-
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πύζω ‘blow a raspberry.’8 Likewise he appears to have been the first to write 
down the phrase to a cow’s thumb ‘exactly’ (s.v. cow’s thumb) and to insert an 
entry for fuck in the alphabetical sequence of an English dictionary (see Read 
1934, 268-269). His work and dictionaries deriving from it are our only sources 
for gulchin ‘little glutton’ and knubble ‘knuckle’; these may be Lincolnshire 
words, of which he identifies a number such as adle ‘earn,’ elsin (s.v. awl), 
blink beer, chattle ‘chat,’ chark ‘expose beer to the air during its fermentation,’ 
grove ‘trench,’ hack ‘rack for fodder,’ shan ‘disgrace,’ and siss (s.v. hiss). He 
contrasted alegar ‘malt vinegar,’ which he regarded as a northern expression, 
with the London equivalent ale vinegar. Amours (in the sense ‘illicit love 
affairs’) he observed as a very new word in London usage. Amper ‘swelling’ he 
identified as Essex usage, barken ‘farmyard’ as Wiltshire, and nesh ‘somewhat 
delicate’ as Worcestershire. No previous survey of current English vocabulary 
had dealt this thoroughly with dialect words (see Wakelin 1987, 157-158 and 
160-161). In his observation that Scandinavian words were more common in 
northern and eastern dialects of English than in others, and that this corre-
sponded to the distribution of Danish settlements in Anglo-Saxon England, he 
was opening up the field of historical dialect geography (sig. C3v). 
Henshaw is acknowledged at a number of places in the dictionary, for 
instance as having suggested that abandon is from Old English abannan ‘sum-
mon, proclaim,’ which he thought might have a force ‘exile or ostracize by proc-
lamation.’9 Mole as the name of an animal is said to have been derived by 
Henshaw from moldwarp, itself from Old English mold ‘earth’ and weorpan 
‘throw,’ but by the physician George Rogers (like Henshaw, a friend of John 
Evelyn’s) from a form of Greek µωλύω, which refers in one passage of Hip-
pocrates to the progress of ulcers, and was taken by Rogers to mean ‘make a 
tunnel.’ Skinner evidently talked about particular questions to a number of 
friends. He was not uncritical in his assessment of the suggestions they offered, 
remarking that Rogers’s “certainly looks like an extremely neat comparison, but 
scarcely an etymon” (in fact, Skinner’s Greek was clearly not good enough for 
him to know that µωλύω does not mean what Rogers thought).10 Likewise, 
                                                 
8 Skinner 1671, sig. Ooo1v (s.v. poop), “a Belg. Poepen, submisse Paedere, nisi malis 
utr[um] a sono fictum, ut & Gr. Ποππύζω, quod exponitur compressis labris acutio-
rem quendam sonum edo.” 
9 Skinner 1671, sig. Aa1r-v (s.v. abandon), “ut ingeniose, pro solito, divinat Vir Ami-
cissimus & hujus operis praecipuus fautor [sidenote: ‘Th. J. Henshaw Arm. SRM. ab 
Ep. Gall.,’ i.e. Armiger, Secretarius Regiae Maiestatis ab epistolis gallicis] ab AS. 
Abannan, Promulgare, Denunciare, q. d. publico edicto, seu programmate Abdicare 
& Ejurare.” 
10 Skinner 1671, sig. Iii3r (s.v. mole), “Doct. autem Th. H. nostrum Moldwarp ingenio-
se pro solito deducit ab AS. Molde, Terra, & Weorpan, Jacere, Projicere. … Doct. 
quidam Amicus nostrum [sidenote: ‘G. Rogers M. D. C. M. L. S.’ i.e. Medicinae 
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though he paid Honywood the compliment of recording his speculative deriva-
tion of abate from privative a (as in amoral) and Middle Dutch baet ‘reward, 
contribution,’ baeten ‘to help,’ on the grounds that when something has been 
abated, it is less helpful, he noted tactfully that there are other possible explana-
tions of the word, and that the learned must judge between them.11 
Skinner’s work has a general quality of shrewdness and rationality. He 
argues, for instance, that Scots anent is unlikely to be from Greek εAναντì ‘against, 
opposite,’ since despite the agreement of the forms in sound and sense, there is 
no evidence that speakers of Scots and Greek were in contact with each other, 
and he wonders with at least a hint of satire why “our Hellenists” have never 
derived ash (the tree) from Greek  JΑυω ‘ignite’ since its wood burns so well.12 
Even when he is wrong, he is wrong thoughtfully: he decides on a Germanic 
derivation for admiral after rejecting what he thinks to be the only alternative, a 
hybrid form from Arabic emir and Greek α Oλιος ‘of the sea,’ on the grounds that 
the historical enmity of the Arabs and the Greeks makes it unlikely that such a 
hybrid would have arisen and that the distance between their languages and 
English makes the borrowing implausible.13 On the other hand, he reflects that 
amell ‘enamel’ may well ultimately be from a Germanic form such as schmal-
zen ‘melt,’ since German expertise in metallurgy and related arts makes it likely 
that the terminology of these arts will be Germanic.14 
                                                                                                                       
Doctor, Collegii Medici Londinensis Socius] Mole, deflectit a Gr. µολου Gσθαι, apud 
Hipp. Cuniculos agere, quae sane felicissima videtur Allusio, vix Etymon.” In fact 
Rogers had misunderstood the passage in question, in which the ulcer is not making 
a tunnel but fading away: see Estienne 1831-1865 s.v. µωλύνω. 
11 Skinner 1671, sig. Aa1v (s.v. abate), “Vir Reverendus, & non minus literis, quam 
Dignitate Ecclesiastica illustris [sidenote: ‘Rev. Dom. Mich. Honywood SS. Th. Dr. 
& Eccl. Cath. Linc. Decanus’], libentius deflectit ab A priv. & Belg. Baete, Commo-
dum, Fructus, Utilitas, Emolumentum, verb. Baeten, Prodesse, quia sc. unde aliquid 
detractum est, illud minus prodest; Judicent docti.” Honywood is also cited ibid. sig. 
Hh4r (s.v. to cant) and Kk2r (s.v. to choke) and in the “Etymologica expositio vo-
cum forensium” at sig. Mmmm3v (s.v. broch). 
12 Skinner 1671, sig. Bb2v (s.v. anent), “Sunt qui deflectunt a Gr. εAναντì, εAναντίον, Op-
positum, nec male sane, si vel soni vel sensus convenientiam respicias; sed quo 
commercio Graeci, Scotis totius Europae longitudine dissitis, vocabula impertiri po-
tuerunt?” Ibid. sig. Cc1r (s.v. ash), “Miror Hellenistas nostros nondum deflexisse a 
Gr.  JΑυω. Accendo … est enim prae reliquis lignis Accensu facillimum.” 
13 Skinner 1671, sig. Aa3r (s.v. admirall), “secundum alios, est vox hybrida, a dicto 
Arab. Emir, & Gr.  PΑλιος, Marinus … cum Minsevo declinare possem a Belg. Aen, 
Meer, Al (i.e.) Super, Totum, Mare. Quidvis horum longe facilius & simplicius vide-
tur quam Etymon cum aliis, a duabus gentium tam a se invicem, quam a nobis dissi-
tarum linguis, Arabica sc. & Graeca, emendicare.” 
14 Skinner 1671, sig. Bb2r (s.v. amell), “Nec mirum est Germanos, cum Chymiae & 
Metallurgiae in primis semper studiosi & periti fuerint, reliquis Europae gentibus ex 
sua lingua hujus artis terminos suppeditasse.” 
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Henshaw wrote in his preface to the Etymologicon that Skinner was steeped 
through with every kind of learning, being a man who not only devoured all the 
best books but also digested them thoroughly, and remembered what he had 
read.15 Some of this reading is reflected in his lexicographical work. He natural-
ly used a number of the standard dictionaries. He noted that Minsheu makes ill-
judged and far-fetched etymologies, and that he even makes words up to fill 
gaps in the evidence, but counting the named sources in the range A-AZ suggests 
that the Ductor in linguas was the source which he cited most frequently.16 He 
admired and emulated Gilles Ménage’s Origines de la langue françoise (see sig. 
D1r). He also used Cotgrave for French, Florio for Italian, and Sebastián de Co-
varrubias Orozco’s Tesoro de la lengua castellana for Spanish, the Etymologi-
cum magnum and the Byzantine encyclopedia called the Suda for classical Greek, 
Joannes Meursius’ Glossarium graeco-barbarum and Simon Portius’ Dictiona-
rium latinum [et] greco-barbarum for post-classical Greek, G. J. Vossius’ Ety-
mologicon linguae latinae for classical Latin, and Spelman’s Archaeologus for 
post-classical Latin. For English, he used the newest and biggest dictionary, 
Phillips’s New world of words, which he often criticized (see extracts at Blount 
1673, sigs. C2r-v), and of course Somner’s dictionary. He referred to a notably 
wide selection of other texts. Some were the natural raw material of an etymo-
logical dictionary, for instance Meric Casaubon’s De quatuor linguis commen-
tationes (on which there are courteous remarks in his preface, sig. B1v) and 
Abraham Mylius’ Lingua belgica. Others suggest his leisure reading. He turned 
on a number of occasions to the notes of Isaac Casaubon and Claudius Salma-
sius in the latter’s edition of the entertaining and unreliable history of the later 
Roman emperors called the Historia augusta, and used other classical texts such 
as Oppian’s Halieutica and Pliny’s Historia naturalis with the commentary of 
Jacques Dalechamps. At one point he cited a familiar line of Virgil together 
with what appears to be his own translation of Virgil’s Latin into Greek – but if 
so, it is a mistranslation.17 He read more modern Latin texts, particularly in the 
                                                 
15 Henshaw, preface in Skinner 1671, sig. a1r, “Virum omnigenae doctrinae non levi 
tinctura imbutum! nempe qui omnium aetatum optimae notae libros non solum de-
voraverat, sed concoxerat; & tam validi, foelici, & praesenti memoria, ut Bibliotheca 
loquens & vivens merito videri possit” (lightly adapted without acknowledgement in 
Wood 1674, 2:280). 
16 E.g. Skinner 1671, sigs. C4v-D1r, “Industriam ejus probo, Judicium & Fidem non 
probo. Multa absurde, multa violenter, tanquam rudentibus, detorquet; imo, quod 
minime omnium ipsi ignoscendum est, saepe, ne Etyma desint, vocabula ex proprio 
cerebro comminiscitur.” 
17 Skinner 1671, sig. Aa1v (s.v. abide), “Abide etiam satis facili sensus flexu significat 
Sustinere, Durare contra mala, Mala non refugere, ου Aκ α Aναδύεσθαι, αAλλα E προσκαρ-
τερει Hν τοι Hς κακοι Hς, prorsus eodem sensu, quo Poeta dicit, Tu ne cede malis, sed, 
contra, audentior ito,” quoting Virgil, Aeneid 6:95. The Greek is not to be found in 
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natural sciences, where he quotes Conrad Gessner’s Historia animalium, one of 
the alchemical works of Andreas Libavius, and the Thaumatographia naturalis 
of the Polish-born Scottish naturalist John Johnstone. In English, he read John 
Evelyn’s French gardiner, Gervase Markham on the ailments of horses, and 
Sylvanus Morgan on heraldry. Some of the books he used were from Hony-
wood’s remarkable library and Henshaw’s very good one (Skinner 1671, sig. D1r; 
Kerling 1979, 149). Although I have found no evidence that he used any of 
Honywood’s Middle English manuscripts, which included copies of the Chron-
icle of Brut and the Medulla grammatice, and the Thornton romances (Thomson 
1989, 51, 62-64, 65-69), there does seem to be some correlation between Hony-
wood’s printed books and Skinner’s sources, and he could for instance have 
read Cotgrave, Covarrubias, Florio, Meursius, Minsheu, Portius, Somner, Spel-
man, the Suda, and Vossius in Honywood’s copies.18 
His manner is at times pleasantly conversational: having suggested that ad-
miral may come from Germanic words including Meer, he imagines the reader 
who counters “hey, my dear fellow, Meer is not part of the original vocabulary 
of German,” and on the verb to air, he begins “foreign reader, this will surprise 
you: for us, to air does not simply mean to expose to the air but to expose to the 
heat of a fire.”19 The same geniality is perhaps evident in his treatment of mobby, 
‘alcoholic drink made from sweet potatoes,’ of which, although he suspected 
that the etymon must really be a Caribbean word, he noted that the derivation 
from Spanish muo bueno ‘very good’ was recommended by the fact that “it is a 
cheering drink enough, and extremely healthful.”20 Henshaw admitted that al-
though Skinner gave his spare time up to etymology rather than to sleep, dice, 
the pleasures of the table, or wine, he was not averse to merry meetings (sym-
posia) of a philosophical and erudite kind.21 Etymology and pleasure were, after 
                                                                                                                       
the Thesaurus linguae graecae database or in major dictionaries or commentaries on 
Virgil, and προσκαρτερει Hν τοι Hς κακοι Hς means the opposite of what seems to be in-
tended: ‘to persist in bad things,’ not to endure or rise above them. I am grateful to 
Andrew Wilson for discussing this point with me. 
18 These are all preserved in the Wren Library of Lincoln Cathedral: see Hurst 1982, 
items C881, C911, F144, M281, M317, P421, S416, S463, S606, V141. 
19 Skinner 1671, sig. Aa3r (s.v. admirall), “Sed heus bone vir, inquies, Meer non est 
priscum & vere Germanicum”; ibid. sig. Aa4r (s.v. to air), “to Air nobis, quod mire-
ris, peregrine lector, non Aeri simpliciter sed igni exponere designat.” 
20 Skinner 1671, sig. Iii2v (s.v. mobby), “nisi, quod valde suspicor, vox haec Barbarae 
Americanae sit originis; fort. contracta est ab Hisp. Muo Bueno (i.e.) Valde Bonum; 
est enim potus satis jucundus & valde salubris.” Cf. also the knowledgeable entries 
for mulled sack and muscadine at sigs. Kkk1v and Kkk2r. 
21 Henshaw, preface in Skinner 1671, sig. a1v, “solebat horis subsecivis (quas aliqui 
somno, aleae, ventri, vino, impendere amant; quamvis non ipse, ut omnia scias, a 
Philosophicis & eruditis symposiis abhorrebat) magnum voluptatem capere in ve-
nandis nostrorum verborum Originibus.” 
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all, not distinct in his experience: “what music,” he asked, “is more pleasant 
than that concord and harmony of languages?”22 
Starnes and Noyes concluded in The English dictionary from Cawdrey to 
Johnson that “the Etymologicon of Skinner represents not something new under 
the sun of lexicography, but rather a convergence of influences from Latin-
English dictionaries, from the accounts of the native language, and from his pre-
decessors in compiling English dictionaries” (65). There is something mean-
spirited about this, and the claim a few lines below that “It is noteworthy that 
Skinner puts his definitions in Latin, so that his borrowings [from Phillips] are 
not so readily detected” is perhaps the nadir of their book. Wiser and more just 
is Johan Kerling’s observation that Skinner’s work “shows a breadth of learning 
and a scholarly attitude which is not unique in the seventeenth century, but 
which does make him one of the most prominent scholars of his day” (136). 
Skinner’s dictionary was a serious attempt to explain the affinities and origins 
of a wide variety of English words, based on interesting reading and good lis-
tening, considerably more judicious than the work of predecessors such as Min-
sheu and Meric Casaubon, and hardly superseded in print for two centuries after 
its publication. It was appreciated by discerning readers as soon as it was pub-
lished (see e.g. Ray 1674, sig. A6v). Having recommended Vossius’ Etymologi-
cum as one of the books which a gentleman should own, John Locke added that 
“Skinner’s … is an excellent one of that kinde for the English Tongue” (in 
Locke 1693/1989, 326). Samuel Johnson’s positive assessment of the Etymolo-
gicon linguae anglicanae will be quoted below. 
 
2.1. Richard Hogarth’s Gazophylacium anglicanum (1689) 
The Gazophylacium anglicanum, containing the derivation of English 
words of 1689, the first English etymologicon to be published in English (Alston 
1965-, 5:75), was an abridged translation of the main part and the onomastical 
appendix of Skinner’s Etymologicon. It was published anonymously, and histori-
ans of lexicography have not hitherto identified its author. He was in fact Richard 
Hogarth, father of the artist William Hogarth. His first publication had been a 
teachers’ handbook, the Thesaurarium trilingue publicum, being an introduction 
to English, Latin, and Greek, published in May 1689: this gives rules for spell-
ing, syllabification, and punctuation, followed by exercises in syllabification, an 
English wordlist with syllable-divisions marked, and rules for the accentuation 
and vowel quantity of Greek, also with a wordlist. Hogarth refers at one point to 
“a Book intituled, The Etymology of the English Tongue” (Hogarth 1689a, 25), 
and this was his next work, appearing in November as Gazophylacium anglica-
num. The title may have puzzled prospective readers (the word gazophylacium 
                                                 
22 Skinner 1671, sig. C4v, “quid Musica illa Linguarum consonantia & harmonia ju-
cundius?” 
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means ‘treasury,’ and had not been used before as the title of an English book), 
and the work was reissued as A new English dictionary in 1691 (Alston 1965-, 
5:76). Hogarth produced other schoolbooks, opened a coffeehouse at which 
Latin could be spoken, and died with a big Latin dictionary unfinished (Paulson 
1991, 14-15, 33-36). 
The ascription of the Gazophylacium to Richard Hogarth was first made in 
a biography of his son, on the basis of an annotation on one of Richard’s letters 
to his friend Thomas Noble, “Mr Hogarth writ of the Greek accents in English 
[i.e. the Thesaurarium] … and an abridgemt of Dr Skinner’s Etimologicon” 
(Paulson 1991, 4 and 341n5). It seems entirely plausible: apart from the refer-
ence to the Gazophylacium in the Thesaurarium, the affinity of the two books’ 
titles, and the fact that they were both printed for sale by the same bookseller, a 
series of rules by which the form of the Latin etyma of English words may be 
calculated, beginning “Most Words in English ending in nce, or cy, are derived 
from the Latin, ending in tia” is repeated verbatim from the Thesaurarium in 
the Gazophylacium (Hogarth 1689a, 25-26; idem 1689b, sigs. A7r-v), and there 
are verbal echoes from one preface to another. One last sign of Hogarth’s author-
ship, a compelling one, is that at one point (and I believe only one), the Gazo-
phylacium adds a new entry to those translated from the Etymologicon: this is in 
the onomastical section, and it is for the name Hogarth. 
The Gazophylacium was a much smaller book than its original, an octavo 
of 558 pages, of which the main dictionary, comprising about 6300 headwords, 
took up 380 and the onomasticon 162. As Hogarth worked through the main 
part of the Etymologicon, he started to abridge more drastically: whereas the 
midpoint word of the Etymologicon is knap, that of the Gazophylacium is 
hostage, earlier than that of any other monolingual dictionary. He was evidently 
finding it difficult to keep in control of his work. His treatment of Skinner’s 
onomasticon was more leisurely: he omitted a handful of entries, but in fact 
whereas Skinner’s midpoint word is Huldericus, Hogarth’s is Ivel: he was 
abridging some of the long entries early in Skinner’s alphabetical sequence judi-
ciously. He added an eight-page appendix to the onomasticon, “Proper Names 
of Men and Women now commonly used, coming from the Hebrew, Greek, and 
Latin, truly derived,” which may have been of his own composition. 
In the main dictionary, he did try to improve on his original in some small 
ways. For instance, Skinner’s treatment of abstain had commented that this 
verb, like retain, detain, and others, was evidently of Latin origin, all of them 
being from tenere plus a preposition, but Skinner did not say expressly that the 
etymon in this case was abstinere, and Hogarth did so. Sometimes his use of 
English was to his advantage: after reporting the derivation of lask ‘diarrhoea’ 
from Latin laxus ‘loose’ he had a natural opportunity to point out that “a loose-
ness in the guts” is a common analogous expression. He corrected the occasional 
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mistake, for instance emending the form nelde given as Danish by Skinner s.v. 
nettle to the correct nedle. 
However, he introduced more errors than he corrected. Most pervasively, 
where Skinner presents etymon and cognates in a single list, Hogarth regularly 
treats all the forms as possible etyma. For instance, Skinner’s “Shrine, ab AS. 
Scrin, Fr. Gr. [sc. “Fr. G.” i.e. Franco-Gallica] Escrin, It. Scrigno, Teut. Schrein, 
Lat. Scrinium” means that the English word shrine is from Old English scrin, to 
which may be compared French escrin, Italian scrigno, German Schrein, and 
Latin scrinium. Hogarth’s version is “A Shrine, from the AS. Scrin, the Fr. G. 
Escrin, the Ital. Scrigno, or the Lat. Scrinium,” and this is wrong: as Skinner 
could have told him, since Old English has a form scrin and Old English sc corre-
sponds very regularly with modern English sh (Skinner 1671, sig. R1r illustrates 
this rule with the example of scrin and shrine), there is no need to go hunting in 
French, let alone Italian, for an etymon. There are local mistranslations too: for 
instance, fillip is defined in the Etymologicon as “a flick with the knuckles: a 
word formed from the sound (vox a sono ficta),” and Hogarth has misunderstood 
vox … ficta to come up with “fillip, a feigned word.”23 Likewise Henshaw’s 
suggestion that hab-nab ‘rashly’ might be from a form hap n’hap ‘with or with-
out success’ is translated nonsensically “whether it happen or no”: a rash action 
may or may not succeed, but it does by definition happen.24 Judging the respec-
tive merits of deriving the first syllable of Old English wiman, wimman ‘woman’ 
from wif ‘female’ or from womb, Skinner prefers the former, “because the 
Anglo-Saxons never wrote [the sound represented by] o with the letter i,” and 
Hogarth translates this “the Saxons generally us’d i, instead of o.”25 A few 
entries are conflated, not always to good effect, for instance crump ‘curved’ and 
crumple; a number are excised, e.g. to lase, lavolta, nescock, nesh, nice, and 
niches (since c6300 of Skinner’s c7900 headwords are retained, about one in 
five must have been excised or conflated with others overall). Typographical 
errors might be taken over slavishly, such as the entry for Berwent-fels in the 
onomasticon: since Skinner went on to say that the fells in question took their 
name from the river Derwent, Hogarth should have realized that the headword 
should be Derwent-fels, but he did not. Hogarth or his typesetter had problems 
with Old English spelling: clAfra becomes chefer s.v. clover, hAca becomes 
hacca s.v. hack; hlihan becomes hlian s.v. laugh. 
                                                 
23 Skinner 1671, sig. Rr4v, “Fillip, talitrum vox a sono ficta.” 
24 Skinner 1671, sig. Aaa1r, “ut ingeniose divinat Doct. Th. H. q[uasi] d[icens] Hap 
N’hap, (i.e.) sive Succedat, sive non.” 
25 Skinner 1671, sig. Ffff2r-v (s.v. woman), “Woman, ab AS Wiman, Wimman, Mulier, 
hoc Doct. Th. H. ευ Aστόχως, ut solet, deflectit ab AS Wif, Mulier & Man, Homo, 
q[uasi] d[icens] Homo Femina. Possit & non absurde deduci a Womb & Man, 
q[uasi] d[icens] Homo Uteratus seu Utero praeditus. Sed prius Etymon longe prae-
fero, … quod Anglo-Saxones per i non o olim scripserunt.” 
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In conclusion, the Gazophylacium anglicanum is fundamentally a piece of 
hack-work: it is an inaccurate abridged translation of Skinner’s Etymologicon, 
with no significant additions apart from the eight-page onomastical appendix.26 
It did make English etymology newly accessible to people who knew little or no 
Latin, and (with the exception of G. W. Lemon’s crankish English etymology of 
1783), it was the only cheap etymological dictionary of English published 
before the nineteenth century. So it is not to be sneered at, but it it was not an 
original contribution to scholarship. 
 
 
3. Franciscus Junius’ “Etymologicum anglicanum” (1650s-1670s) 
 
Franciscus Junius, the son of a Protestant theologian and classical scholar, 
was born in 1591 and educated at the University of Leiden.27 After a period as a 
minister in the Low Countries, he moved to England and spent twenty years in 
the service of the collector of art and antiquities Thomas Howard, Earl of Arun-
del. This was followed by a period in Friesland, by the end of which Junius was 
fluent in Dutch and English, had some knowledge of Frisian, and had started 
thinking seriously about the relationship of these three languages. He had begun 
working on the historical records of the English language by the late 1640s, 
when he had helped Sir Simonds D’Ewes with his dictionary of Old English. At 
this stage, he was inclined to see the Germanic languages as descended from 
Greek, and a Scots wordlist which he appears to have prepared at the end of the 
1640s, now Bodleian MS Junius 74, fos. 18-36, cites a number of supposed etyma 
from Greek. During the 1650s, he worked with the earliest substantial Germanic 
text, the translation of the New Testament into Gothic which had been made in 
late antiquity and preserved in a manuscript now known as the Codex Argen-
teus, of which he published the editio princeps, in parallel with an edition of the 
Gospels in Old English by the churchman and philologist Thomas Marshall. At 
this stage in his researches, he abandoned the idea of derivation from Greek and 
settled down to investigate the internal relationships of the Germanic language 
group. 
His etymological dictionary of English, the “Etymologicum anglicanum,” 
belongs to this last period in Junius’ work on the Germanic languages. He 
appears to have begun work on it in the late 1650s, when he showed the book 
collector Sir Christopher Hatton “an alphabeticall collection of English words, 
                                                 
26 The points at which Wakelin (1987, 161) sees him going beyond the content of par-
ticular entries in Skinner are simply cases where Hogarth has conflated two of Skin-
ner’s entries. 
27 For him, see Considine 2008, 216-235, on which the following account of Junius’ 
etymological work is based. 
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whose proper signification and originall I had traced out and set downe as well 
as I could”; in 1661, he asked the herald and antiquary Sir William Dugdale if 
any Englishman would be interested in completing the work and publishing it 
“for the credit and honour of his owne countrie and language” (letter of 1661 in 
Junius 2004, 980 and 982). His manuscript of the dictionary comprises two 
volumes, Bodleian MSS Junius 4 and 5, amounting to just under five hundred 
folio leaves in total, written on one side only. 
Some of the entries are for words which had only entered English recently, 
as in the case of artichoke, a vegetable which was said to have been introduced 
in the reign of Henry VIII, for which Junius gives two forms, artechoke and 
hartechoke, then a Latin gloss, “Carduus altilis, cinara, strobilus,” then five 
cognates – French artichaut, Italian articiocco, arciocco, Spanish artichosa, 
Danish artiskock and Dutch artischock – before a reference to a discussion of 
the artichoke family in Claudius Salmasius’ encyclopaedic Plinianae exercita-
tiones (MS Junius 4, fo. 28v ). This is actually a noteworthy entry, since Skinner 
had treated the same word, with a more limited set of cognates but with the 
same reference to Salmasius. Perhaps Junius drew on Skinner’s work here. 
Other entries are naturally much closer to his long-standing Germanic in-
terests: asunder is glossed and then compared to Gothic sundro, Old English on 
sundran, on sundron, Old High German suntrigo and Dutch in’t bÿsonder before 
Old English syndrian ‘to separate’ is adduced as a parallel and the entry seorsum 
in an Old High German glossary in Junius’ possession is cited (MS Junius 4, fo. 
29r). The Germanic material is sometimes presented in digressions from head-
words of Romance origin, as s.v. assist, where a reference to the Dutch equiva-
lent bij-staen leads Junius to reflect that Satan says in an Old English poem that 
“bigstandað me strange geneatas. ða ne willað me at ðam striðe geswican” 
[strong companions stand by me, who will not desert me in the battle] and to 
discuss this passage for five lines. 
The author to whom Junius refers most often in the “Etymologicum” is 
Chaucer. He also uses Gavin Douglas, to whose translation of the Aeneid he had 
made a manuscript wordlist, and a range of Old English texts from manuscripts 
which he transcribed or owned, including the Old English translation of Orosius, 
the glossed gospel-book called the Rushworth Gospels, and a set of glosses on 
the Psalms. There are likewise references to ancient primary sources such as Old 
High German glosses and the Codex Argenteus, and perhaps to personal obser-
vation. This last, however, is difficult to judge: he mentions the English idiom a 
paire of bellowes and the English word blisterflie without quoting authorities, 
but both had been registered in dictionaries (MS Junius 4, fos. 43v and 50r; cf. 
Somner 1659 s.v. bilig and H. Junius 1585, 72). Among his numerous secondary 
sources are his own work on Willeram and on Gothic, and the standard English 
and Continental authorities: Laurence Nowell, Spelman, and Somner; his brother-
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in-law G. J. Vossius, the lexicographer of Dutch Cornelis Kiel, and the Danish 
antiquary Ole Worm. 
Junius had undertaken the “Etymologicum anglicanum” in his sixties, and 
he had not prepared it for publication upon his death. The manuscript passed 
with others to the Bodleian Library in Oxford, where it remained until the next 
century. It was finally published in 1743, edited with additions by Edward Lye. 
It is not Junius’ most dramatic work, and it was vulnerable to criticism even 
before the advances of nineteenth-century Germanic studies, as in the comparison 
with Skinner’s Etymologicon made by Samuel Johnson, who was able, thanks to 
Lye’s edition, to use both in his own dictionary: 
 
Junius appears to have excelled in extent of learning, and Skinner 
in rectitude of understanding. Junius was accurately skilled in all the 
northern languages, Skinner probably examined the ancient and re-
moter dialects only by occasional inspection into dictionaries; but the 
learning of Junius is often of no other use than to show him a track by 
which he may deviate from his purpose … Skinner is often ignorant, 
but never ridiculous: Junius is always full of knowledge; but his variety 
distracts his judgment, and his learning is very frequently disgraced by 
his absurdities. (Johnson 1755, sig. B1r; cf. DeMaria and Kolb 1998, 
24-26). 
 
Some of Junius’ etymologies in which derivations from Greek occur follow 
in a footnote, and they are indeed most implausible. Nor was it always Greek 
which led Junius astray, since, as George Hickes noticed in a letter of 1694, he 
had been willing to derive girl from Latin garrula, ‘talkative’ (Harris 1992, 
152). This derivation actually went back to Minsheu, and was characteristically 
rejected by Skinner, who postulated that Old English ceorl might have had an 
unrecorded feminine form ceorla and that this might be the etymon. But as 
Johnson acknowledged, he had used Junius and Skinner extensively in his own 
work because no other attempt at a comprehensive etymological dictionary of 
English was available to him. More than a century later, W. W. Skeat could still 
observe that the etymological dictionaries of his day suffered from a tradition of 
uncritical borrowing from the same two sources (Skeat 1881, xi). Only after 
work such as Skeat’s had superseded Junius’ Etymologicum could the latter be 
seen in historical perspective and appraised with detachment as “the first syste-
matic etymology of the English Language” with the additional reflection that “from 
it stems the modern historical approach to lexicography” (Barker 1978, 27). 
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4. Edward Bernard’s “Etymologicon britannicum” (1689) 
 
Skinner was a provincial physician, Hogarth a Grub Street man, Junius an 
independent scholar who spent much of his time in the Netherlands. Edward 
Bernard, in contrast to these three, had a privileged position in English intellectual 
life: a Fellow of the Royal Society, who held the professorship of astronomy at 
Oxford and might have had that of Hebrew, best known now for his part in the 
production of a union catalogue of manuscripts in the libraries of the British 
Isles, though his other work ranged from the study of the Arabic text which 
preserves part of the Conics of Apollonius to the printing of one of the first 
examples of the ancient Palmyrene language to be published (Madan et al. 
1895-1953, 1:xxv-xxxv; Molland 1994, 218-221; Daniels 1988, 424-425). He 
owned a considerable library, 170 manuscripts from which, including his unpub-
lished recasting of a Coptic-Latin dictionary by Athanasius Kircher, are now in 
the Bodleian.28 His printed books were sold after his death in an auction of 1454 
lots; the only dictionary of English among them, by the way, was that of Elisha 
Coles (Bibliotheca Bernardina 1697, 30 lot 85). Edmund Castell asked him to 
collaborate on the Lexicon heptaglotton in 1661, and although he declined this 
invitation, he nursed other lexicographical plans, not least for a revision of Henri 
Estienne’s enormous Thesaurus graecae linguae (Toomer 1996, 236; Smith 
1704, 69-70). He was urged by J. G. Graevius of Leiden to effect the publication 
of Junius’ “Etymologicum,” but nothing came of this project (Carter 1975, 310). 
One of his acquaintances was George Hickes, who became a fellow of Lin-
coln College in 1664, six years after Bernard had become a fellow of St John’s. 
They were both members of a circle of Oxford men interested in philology, in 
which John Fell, Dean of Christ Church and vice-chancellor of the university, 
and Junius’ collaborator Thomas Marshall (fellow of Lincoln from 1668 and 
rector, i.e. head of the college, from 1672) were important figures. Hickes even-
tually resigned his fellowship to become successively chaplain to Charles II and 
Dean of Worcester, but he did not give up his academic interests, and in 1689 
he published grammars of Gothic and Old English, together with Runólfur Jóns-
son’s pioneering Icelandic grammar (reprinted from the Copenhagen edition of 
1651), a lexical index to it based on that made by Junius (see Bennett 1937, 37), 
and a catalogue of printed books and manuscripts bearing on Germanic philol-
ogy, all under the general title Institutiones grammaticae anglo-saxonicae et 
moeso-gothicae. The final item in the volume was Bernard’s “Etymologicon 
britannicum.” On the face of it, this looks like a coherent collection: grammars 
                                                 
28 Madan et al. 1895-1953, 3:1-24; for the Coptic dictionary, now Bodleian MS Bodl. 
Or. 346, see also Carter 1975, 293. Thomas Marshall likewise worked on the lexi-
cography of Coptic, making a wordlist to the Gospels, now Bodleian MS Marshall 
Or. 112 (Madan et al. 1895-1953, 2.2:1208). 
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of two ancient Germanic languages and one very conservative one; a wordlist of 
the only one of those languages for which no printed wordlist was readily avail-
able; a bibliography permitting further work, either with published tools such as 
Somner’s dictionary or with inedita; an etymologicon capable of demonstrating 
the connection between the ancient Germanic languages and modern English. 
In fact, Bernard’s contribution was not fully consistent with the rest of the 
volume. It began with a short preface (text and full translation are presented as an 
appendix below). This rehearsed the etymological theories about the origins of 
English which Bernard had encountered before presenting his own. He proposed 
that the Germanic languages originated in an early form of the language of “the 
Russians and Slavs,” an ill-defined entity which I shall call “Russian / Slavonic” 
below, and which itself originated in the languages spoken by the descendants of 
Japhet who lived around the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. Of these peoples, he 
named the Cappadocians, Colchians, Iberians (i.e. Georgians), Armenians, and 
Scythians; the only one of their languages of which Bernard owned specimens 
was Armenian.29 He believed that the language of the Japhetides had also been 
adopted by the Medes and Persians. By way of an afterthought, he added that 
there was an evident affinity between Welsh, Hungarian, and Armenian. 
Bernard offered proofs of his argument in dictionary form as a partial ab-
stract of a monograph in progress, the only other part of which to appear was an 
elaborate single-sheet table showing the descent of the Greek, Roman, Gothic, 
Runic, Coptic, Ethiopic, Cyrillic, and Armenian alphabets from the Samaritan 
one, itself closely related to Hebrew (Bernard 1689b). This monograph may 
never have got beyond rough notes.30 
                                                 
29 Bibliotheca Bernardina 1697, page 8 lots 42-44, lists an Armenian translation of 
Bellarmine’s Dichiaratione piu copiosa della dottrina christiana (1630), Teseo Am-
brogio’s Introductio in chaldaicam linguam, syriacam, atque armenicam, et decem 
alias linguas (1539), and Francesco Rivola’s Grammaticae armenae libri quatuor 
(1624), though not Rivola’s Dictionarium armeno-latinum (1621; new ed. 1633); 
ibid. page 9 lot 127 is an Armenian Bible, but since Bernard was still trying to buy 
such a book in 1693 (Simmons 1950, 110), he may not have owned this one as early 
as 1689. The languages of the ancient Cappadocians, Colchians, and Scythians were 
lost; a little material in Georgian was available in Hieronymus Megiser’s Thesaurus 
polyglottus (1603), available to Bernard in the Bodleian (Bodleian Library 1620, 
326 col. 1), and a dictionary, Stefano Paolini’s Dittionario giorgiano e italiano, had 
been produced in 1629, and may likewise have been available in the Bodleian, 
among John Selden’s books. 
30 Bernard’s first biographer did not find it among his posthumous manuscripts (Smith 
1704, 67), though it may be represented by Bodleian MSS Lat. misc. e. 13 and 14, 
both catalogued with the date c1670-80 and described respectively as “Latin vocab-
ulary, with equivalents in English, Russian, and Polish, in irregular order” and “Ety-
mological and miscellaneous notes” (Madan et al. 1895-1953, 3:7, 4). The printed 
table of alphabets was admired by Leibniz (Schulenburg 1973, 32-33). 
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The dictionary was, as Bernard put it, a record of “the Russian, Slavonic, 
Persian, and Armenian origins of English and British words.”31 This title betrays a 
confusion as to the difference between etyma and cognates like that which we 
have seen in Hogarth’s work: the modern Russian, Czech, Polish, and other 
Slavonic forms which he cited were presumably descended from the Russian / 
Slavonic mother of the Germanic languages, and Bernard had said explicitly 
that Persian was descended from the Japhetic ancestor of English; as for Arme-
nian, his claim that it was one of five languages from which Russian / Slavonic 
was descended might likewise have been more robust as a claim that it was an 
extant representative of the Japhetic language from which Russian / Slavonic 
and Persian were both descended. So, rather than having Russian, Slavonic, Per-
sian, and Armenian origins, English really had, by the logic of his own argument, 
origins which could be illustrated by the citation of forms from these languages. 
Once that confusion is cleared away, Bernard’s argument makes sense. He 
believed that the languages of Europe had, like Persian, diffused from a point in 
southwestern Asia, north of Babylon but south of the Caucasus, and he believed 
that linguistic innovation had taken place during the process of diffusion. There-
fore, the languages of eastern Europe were closer to the protolanguage than those 
of western Europe, and Armenian was still closer to it. Like other sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century comparativists who rejected the concept of linguae matrices, 
he was working with a model which adumbrated the modern understanding of 
the Indo-European language group – though, like them, he was critically handi-
capped by not knowing Sanskrit (see Metcalf 1974, esp. 238-241 and 251-252, 
and Szemerényi 1980, 151-160). He was misled by his assumption that innova-
tion had only taken place during diffusion and that increasingly conservative 
forms could therefore be found on a line from northwestern Europe back towards 
the Japhetic homeland: we may say that he lacked a clear enough concept of 
language death for the concept of an extinct protolanguage to come naturally to 
him. But he knew that some languages are more conservative than others, and 
he was impressed by the affinity between Persian and Germanic: this was, he 
remarked, surprising evidence of linguistic conservatism, but he was prepared to 
follow the evidence where it led him. 
Bernard’s “Etymologicon” ran to thirty pages, handsomely laid out by the 
Oxford compositors, and boasting Gothic set in the Junian types, modern English 
in black letter, some Old English in a Saxon type, and Russian and Armenian in 
Greek type.32 It had 768 headwords. Not all of them were English: the first 
                                                 
31 Bernard 1689a, sig. Qq3r, “Vocabulorum Anglicorum & Britannicorum origines 
Russicae, Slavonicae, Persicae & Armenicae.” 
32 Both the Cyrillic and the Armenian alphabets are of Greek origin, which is why Ber-
nard used Greek as a substitute for them, but the Greek alphabet does not provide 
satisfactory equivalents for all the sounds used in Russian and Armenian; Bernard 
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entry, for instance, is for a ‘and,’ identified as Welsh, and the last is for znati, 
scnati ‘to know,’ identified as Serbian and Croatian. Synonyms which Bernard 
regarded as evidently related to the headword are then cited: those in the entry 
for a ‘and’ are a in Czech; ē in Russian and Armenian; i in Croatian; jah in 
Gothic. This brisk presentation of forms is characteristic. Slavonic forms are 
plentiful: English milke is followed by Old English meoloc and Icelandic miolk, 
but then by Russian moloka and by forms mleko and mliko which are ascribed 
to language varieties including Sorbian, two varieties of Croatian, Polish, and 
Slovenian.33 Sometimes the evidence is forced: English scrawles (a new word in 
1689, of which Bernard’s entry appears to be the first written attestation) is 
defined as “the gills of fish, and letters written slantwise and awkwardly,” and is 
followed by Polish skrzelie ‘gills.’34 The English word cannot in fact mean 
‘gills’ and does not resemble any word with this meaning (nor can the Polish 
word mean ‘scrawled letters’); Bernard must have spotted two words which 
looked the same, and wanted there to be a connection between them. 
It is, notwithstanding this sort of bad practice, very remarkable that so 
many Slavonic languages should be cited by an Oxford scholar of the 1680s. 
There was at the time no printed grammar of any of these languages – the first 
would be that of Hiob Ludolf’s nephew Heinrich Wilhelm Ludolf, produced 
with Bernard’s help and encouragement, and printed in Oxford in 1696 (Sim-
mons 1950) – and Slavonic books were hard to come by in western Europe. But 
anyone interested in the relationships of European languages would be aware 
from Scaliger and Brerewood that the Slavonic family had to be taken into 
account, and scattered data was available in print and manuscript: Marshall, for 
instance, owned a number of Slavonic books, including dictionaries.35 At least 
some of Bernard’s Slavonic forms come from Hieronymus Megiser’s Thesaurus 
polyglottus of 1603; this dictionary is rich in Slavonic material, for which Leib-
niz recommended it to a correspondent in 1698 (Wieselgren 1884-1885, 31). 
                                                                                                                       
therefore obtained Cyrillic and Armenian types for the University Press in the 1690s 
(see Simmons 1950, 108-113). There were also problems with the transcription of 
Slavonic languages in the Roman alphabet, as Leibniz knew (Wieselgren 1884-1885, 
27, 37-38). Persian was presented in Roman type since the Arabic font available at 
Oxford was incompatible with the Junian types. 
33 Bernard 1689a s.v. milke (sig. Ss3r), “Milke, lac. meoloc. Sax. miolk. Isl. µολοκο. 
Russ. mleko & mliko. Sclav. Lus. Dalm. Croat. Pol. Carinth.” 
34 Bernard 1689a s.v. scrawles (sig. Tt1r), “Scrawles, branchiae piscium, & literae ob-
lique & inconcinne ductae. skrzelie. Pol. krelynti. Boh.” 
35 E.g. Grzegorz Knapski’s Thesaurus polonolatinograecus of 1626 (now Bodl. Mar. 
103), Danyel Adams’s Sylva quadrilinguis vocabulorum et phrasium bohemicae, 
latinae, graecae, et germanicae and Nomenclator quadrilinguis of 1598 (now Bodl. 
Mar. 118 (1, 2)), and Sigismundus Gelenius’ Lexicon symphonum of 1544 (now 
Bodl. Mar. 126). 
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The separate labelling of forms as e.g. dalmatica and croatica reflects Megiser’s 
tendency to give separate treatment to as many dialects of a given language as 
he could find.36 Bernard’s use of these forms in an etymological dictionary 
primarily of English was intellectually adventurous: very few western scholars 
had tried to integrate Slavonic material into their work before him, let alone to 
bring it together with Persian and Armenian (see Droixhe 1978, 62). 
The “Etymologicon britannicum” had other good points, as can be seen 
from the entry beginning with the English headword am. This gives eam and 
eom as the Old English forms and em as Icelandic, before expanding to cite the 
first, second, and third persons in Gothic as im, is, ist; in Armenian as em, es, e; 
in Persian as em, i, est; in Russian and Serbian as esme, esē, este. A Turkish 
form im and an Albanian iam follow, both with the sense ‘am.’ Then the entry 
turns to the past tense were, citing Icelandic and Old Norse var, Old English 
wAre, Gothic warst and Armenian er, and also comparing Georgian me var, 
shench ar, iman aris ‘I am, you are, he is.’ Some of these resemblances are 
coincidental: the Turkish and Georgian forms are not in fact related to the 
English ones. But in this entry, Bernard showed that he appreciated the role of 
grammatical inflections in demonstrating linguistic relationships. 
Having said that, his “Etymologicon” was not a success. Hickes’s Institu-
tiones was the forerunner of a greater work, the Linguarum veterum septentrio-
nalium thesaurus, published between 1703 and 1705. In 1698, the translator and 
student of languages John Chamberlayne wrote to Hickes about this project, 
expressing his “Doubts whither it were not better to leave out both your Glossa-
ries especially that of Dr. Bernard’s as bold in his etymologies as our Friend 
Junius, in order to prevent the swelling both in bulk & price of your next edition” 
(Harris 1992, 228). Hickes retained the Icelandic glossary, and his work swelled 
greatly in bulk, to two folio volumes, but he evidently agreed with Chamber-
layne that Bernard’s work was not worth keeping. 
Bernard himself was satisfied enough with it to plan a new version, which 
would have been substantially enlarged, and would have been further enhanced 
by an essay on “the Saxon people, from which we derive our origin.” This would 
have given him an opportunity to clarify the distinction between linguistic 
diffusion and ethnic migration which he had made in the preface to the pub-
lished “Etymologicon”: the Russian language might be the key to the history of 
the Germanic languages, but that did not mean that the Germanic peoples were 
descended from Slavonic migrants. In his memoir of Bernard, the antiquary and 
orientalist Thomas Smith recorded the likelihood that both ill health and the 
                                                 
36 See Stachowski 1969, 9 for Megiser’s labelling of forms from the Slavonic lan-
guages, and cf. Considine 2008, 292 for his separate reporting of forms from nume-
rous dialects of a single language. 
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claims of his other researches in very different fields had kept him from pro-
ducing the expanded dictionary.37 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
Seventeenth-century etymologists faced two challenges whenever they 
worked on a word: to establish its immediate etymon, and to discuss its cognates. 
When identifying etyma, Skinner, Junius, and Bernard were all on the surest 
ground when an English word was clearly descended from an Old English form 
registered in Somner’s dictionary. None of them thought it necessary to give a 
systematic account of words which were obviously learned borrowings from 
Latin or Greek. In other cases, Bernard regularly turned to similar forms in Sla-
vonic and western Asian languages, and was regularly misled by coincidental 
resemblances; Junius was likewise often misled by coincidental resemblances, 
in his case with Greek forms; Skinner’s preference for forms from languages 
such as French and Dutch which had been spoken by peoples in contact with 
English-speakers stood him in good stead. When discussing cognates, Skinner 
was again generally sound, citing plausible Romance and Germanic forms; he 
was on shakier ground when it came to Greek. Junius was at his best identifying 
cognates from the Germanic languages, which he knew better than any other 
seventeenth-century student of English. Bernard played, as it were, for high 
stakes: his pioneering identification of cognates in Slavonic languages (as at 
brow) and beyond (as at door, where he correctly identifies cognates in Germanic 
and Slavonic languages and in Welsh, Armenian, Persian, and Albanian) was 
not underpinned by any system, and so he often went wrong. All three had got 
about as far as was possible before the systematic comparative philology of the 
nineteenth century, which would build up a set of rules by which to distinguish, 
as Skinner knew the etymologist must do, between the “extremely neat compa-
rison” and the etymon. 
                                                 
37 Smith 1704, 67 “Sane animo proposuit Etymologicon suum Britannicum multiplici 
auctario & dissertatiuncula de gentis Saxonicae, e qua nostram ducimus originem, 
Scriptoribus illustrasse: sed partim aegritudine, partim aliis longe diversi argumenti 
studiis impeditus, istud institutum, ut puto, ultra prosequi desinebat.” 
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A p p e n d i x :  
Edward Bernard’s preface to his “Etymologicon britannicum” 
(Bernard 1689a, sigs. Qq2r-v) 
 
EDVARDUS BERNARDUS | GEORGIO HIXIO V. Cl. | SALUTEM. 
 
Cum Viros doctos viderim Britanniae nostrae Linguae, antiquam novam-
que, alios quidem ad Gothiam velut sedem principem referre; Gothos vero ipsos 
cum loquela sua e primis molibus Babylonis, nulla media gente, arcescere: alios 
originibus Punicis & Hebraicis nimis sibi adblandiri: Graecanicis abuti alios, 
quanquam Ionis sive Iavonis dialectum fraterna regna profunde infecisse certis-
simum & confessum: item de paucarum vocum sonoritate Saxonici Persicique 
sermonum necessitudinem & cognationem conjectare alios felicius quam osten-
dere: caeteros vero, a Cornelio historico facile deceptos, per Germaniam, Galliam 
& Hispaniam, propterque Gallos in hac Insula linguam quandam Celticam jam 
olim excrevisse, quod nec fungi solent, sponte sua Asiaeque seminibus omnibus 
puram; placuit demum nobis, e dissertatione, quam de Orbis eruditi Literatura 
apparamus, Moesogothicis tuis apta & convenientia quaedam commodare, & 
amicitiae causa adjungere. Inde equidem constat, Saxonas e majoribus nostris, 
& Islandos & Danos & Suecos, aut nomine vetusto & peramplo Gothos, sed & 
plerosque omnes Germaniae populos, a Russis & Slavis sermonem quam genus 
in mundi Occidua acceptum propagasse. Slavis vero Russisque & vivere & loqui 
dederunt Cappadoces, Colchi, Iberi, Armenii & Scythae. Has denique gentes 
sparserunt Mosoches & Thobelus & Magoges, tot incrementa Japeti; cum a Ba-
bylone dejecta partim inter Pontos Caspium & Euxinum pergerent, partim laevum 
iter deflecterunt. Orbis itaque renovati quasi primordio Anglici non absimilis 
sermo circum mare Hyrcanum ferebat: quem Medi & Parthi eisdem temporibus 
ultro acceperunt. Mirandum sane in parte mundi temperata & nationum feracis-
sima tantam linguarum adfinitatem omni aevo viguisse. Quoniam vero longum 
esset & meo animo grave, [sig. Qq2v] haec omnia multis exemplis persequi, 
ipse equidem praeclara nonnulla Lexici ordine receptiori jam exponi volo, plura 
multo posterorum industriae permitti. Linguarum igitur Occidentalium, excepta 
Latina, quae ab Hellenismi abuso Aeolico tota defluxit, initia et origines veras 
demonstravi, atque adeo Portas Caspeas metuenda limina aperui. Siqui tamen 
tot nominum congruentiam casu quodam accidisse credant, aut a regionibus 
nostris has merces in Asiam aliquando fuisse deportatas, gaudeant per me licet 
sua sagacitate. Quinetiam Britannorum veterum lingua, ne hoc sileam, Hungari-
cam in pluribus & Armeniacam refert: tametsi Lexicon Johannis Davisii ex 
quadrante Cambricum sit, semis habens a Latinis, quadrante altero Anglis domi-
nis concedente. Ex etymis autem nostris, quae aliis non paucis dubia forte vide-
buntur et longinqua, tu sane ratione certiori & proxime derivata esse intelligis. 
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Quanquam denique ad Divini juris intima, quo salus populi principumque gloria 
ac felicitas omnino pendent, non ad cortices solos magnarum rerum, paratum te 
esse sciam & instructissimum; interim haec talia dialecto patriae utrique debui-
mus. Vale Vir pie, amor & lumen Vigorniae. 
Oxoniae Idubus Maiis 
A. D. MDCLXXXIX 
 
 
EDWARD BERNARD TO THE EMINENT GEORGE HICKES, GREETINGS! 
 
We have seen learned men deal variously with our British language, in its 
ancient and its modern forms. Some have referred it to the land of the Goths as 
if to a first seat, and have indeed derived the Goths themselves, with their lan-
guage, directly from the first constructions at Babel.38 Some have deluded them-
selves to excess with Punic and Hebrew origins.39 Some have made bad use of 
Greek origins, as if it were most evident and acknowledged that the Ionian or 
Javanian language had saturated the kingdoms of the brothers of Javan.40 Again, 
some, working from the sound of a few words, have made a better job of con-
jecturing than of demonstrating an intimacy and affinity between the Saxon and 
the Persian languages.41 Others, indeed, easily deceived by the historian Cornelius 
Tacitus, now suppose that some Celtic language once grew up throughout Ger-
mania, Gallia, and Hispania, and, on account of the Gauls, in this island – nor are 
they satisfied with that, but suppose that it did so spontaneously, uncontaminated 
by any Asiatic seed.42 Finally, I wished to accommodate your Moeso-Goths 
with something fitting and suitable from a monograph which I am preparing 
                                                 
38 E.g. Goropius Becanus and his followers (very few as these must have been by 
1689): see Borst 1957-1963, 1215-1219, and Droixhe 1978, 54-55. 
39 See Droixhe 1978, 34-50; the myth of the Phoenician ancestry of English originated 
in the work of John Twyne in the sixteenth century (see Ferguson 1993, 93) and had 
recently been aired in Aylett Sammes, Britannia antiqua illustrata, or, The antiqui-
ties of ancient Britain, derived from the Phoenicians (1676). 
40 Javan was one of the sons of Japheth, supposedly the progenitor of the Ionians, and 
of the Greeks in general: see Genesis 10.2 and cf. Milton, Paradise Lost 1:508. As 
we have seen, the myth of the Greek origins of English appealed to Meric Casaubon 
in the 1640s and to Franciscus Junius as late as the early 1650s, but Junius subse-
quently rejected it, and Stephen Skinner argued against it at several points. 
41 See Droixhe 1978, 76-85. Bernard goes on to say that he does himself believe in the 
affinity between English and Persian: his point here is that previous attempts to 
demonstrate the affinity have, compared to his, been methodologically jejune. 
42 Cf. Droixhe 1978, 128; here, inquiries into the possibility of Celtic-Phoenician 
affinities are recorded, but a seventeenth-century historian who identified Tacitus’ 
Germani with the Celtic inhabitants of Britannia would have to reject this line of 
argument, since Tacitus argued that the Germani were autochthonous. 
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about the writing-systems of the literate world, and to append it to your work as 
a sign of friendship. 
Now, for my part, it is certain that the Saxons (who are among our ances-
tors), together with the Icelanders, Danes, and Swedes – the Goths, to use an 
ancient and general name – but also nearly all the peoples of Germania, received 
their language from the Russians and Slavs, though they were not descended 
from them, and perpetuated it in the western world.43 The Russians and Slavs, 
however, had their life and their speech from Cappadocians, Colchians, Iberians, 
Armenians, and Scythians. These people, finally, were scattered as the seed of 
Mesech and Tubal and Magog, so many progeny of Japhet: upon the fall of 
Babel, they proceeded in part between the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea, and 
in part they turned their way westwards.44 And so, the language of a world re-
newed as if it had been newly created, which was not dissimilar to English, 
moved forward; moreover, in those times, the Medes and Parthians adopted it. It 
is truly extraordinary that in a fertile part of the world which has borne very 
many nations, such an affinity between languages should have flourished 
throughout the ages.45 
Because it would certainly be a long business, and to my mind a burden-
some one, to follow through on all these points with numerous examples, I my-
self wish for my part to expound some of the most striking, in the more normal 
dictionary order, leaving the great majority to the labour of my successors. I have 
showed the beginnings and true origins of the western languages, with the 
exception of Latin, which is entirely the product of the Aeolic corruption of 
Greek; and to that extent I have opened the fearful doors of the Caspian Gates.46 
If, however, any believe that so many congruences of names came about by 
                                                 
43 Bernard is distinguishing four classes of peoples of Germania: (i) Saxons, whose 
language was sometimes supposed to be best represented by Old English but also to 
be the ancestor of Dutch and Frisian; (ii) Scandinavians, who can also be called 
Goths; (iii) other Germanic-speakers, i.e. speakers of High German and Alemannic 
language varieties; (iv) other peoples of Germania, among whom he must have had 
in mind the speakers of Slavonic languages such as Sorbian, Polabian, and Slovenian. 
44 Mesech or Mosoch, Tubal, and Magog are among the sons of Japhet in Genesis 
10.2, variously regarded as the progenitors of the Armenians, Scythians, and other 
peoples located to the north of Babel, i.e. of Babylon (see Borst 1957-1963, 123). 
Bernard imagines them heading northwards after the confusion of tongues, and then 
splitting up so that one group enters the Caucasus and another turns left towards 
Europe. 
45 Bernard feels that linguistic conservatism can be expected in the sort of inhospitable 
area which may be settled by a single group who will subsequently have no rivals 
for their territory, such as Iceland. 
46 The Caspian Gates were a legendary barrier between the Mediterranean world and 
the northern barbarians: specifically, according e.g. to Josephus, the Scythians. 
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some chance, or that at some time these goods were brought from our lands into 
Asia, I am happy for them to rejoice in their own sagaciousness. 
And furthermore, I should say something about the language of the ancient 
Britons: in many places, it recalls Hungarian and Armenian – even though the 
dictionary of John Davies only inherits a quarter of its contents from the lan-
guage of the Cambrians, having half from the speakers of Latin, the other quarter 
being conceded to the English masters of Wales. 
Now, from our etyma, those which will perhaps seem doubtful and far-
fetched to not a few others, you certainly perceive to be derived by a surer argu-
ment, and very closely. To conclude: although I know that you are well versed 
and most learned in the essentials of the law of God, on which the welfare of the 
people and the glory and happiness of princes have all their dependence, and not 
on the mere externals of great matters, for the time being, I owe you these 
remarks, such as they are, on the language which is our shared inheritance.47 
Farewell, O man of piety, the love and the light of Worcester. 
Oxford, 15 May, 1689. 
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